
 

 

 
Chabana for the Tea Room: Playing with Flowers 
 
 
“Scooping up water, the moon is in my hands; 
playing with flowers, the fragrance clings to my robes” 
 
 mizu wo kikusureba tsuki te ni ari  掬水月在手 
 hana wo rosureba kaori en ni mitsu  弄花香満衣 
   — Lu Liang Shi, Tang Dynasty poet, China 
 
 
Date: Sunday, September 30, 2018 
Location: Kevin Padilla’s home, 1737 55th St, Albuquerque, NM 87105  505.839.2422 
Instructor: Sakina Sona von Briesen 

Class time: 9:30AM-3:00PM  

Class Fee: $35; please register by September 25th through Chadonewmexico.org or by 
emailing Kevin at chadonm1@gmail.com. Payment in full will confirm your reservation. 

Who Can attend: This class is for all levels of Chanoyu students—beginning students are 
welcome!  

 

Chabana,  or flowers arranged in the tearoom, brings the natural world into our tea experience, 
and their fragile beauty reminds us of the transience of life. In this immersion class, we will work 
together to de-mystify the process of arranging tea flowers. 
 
In the morning we will become familiar with some guidelines about choosing and arranging 
flowers, and each student will arrange autumn flowers and grasses in several types of hanaire 
(tea flower containers), working alone yet in a group, and receiving suggestions from the 
instructor. While chabana is sometimes perceived as stressful, our approach will be aimed at 
enjoying the beauty of flowers and letting them tell us where they would like to be in the hanaire, 
while learning to apply some basic principles of chabana. 
 
In the afternoon we will be in the tea room practicing Mawari-bana together. One of the 
Shichijishiki, or Seven Training Exercises, it involves guests one at a time arranging flowers in a 
container in the tokonoma after first removing the flowers arranged by the previous guest. It is a 
profound practice of being present yet not attached to the result of our effort, and is described 
by its creators as “Form is emptiness; to concentrate your thought is to turn away.” 
 


